
UHON 301:007  Locked Up: Incarceration in Question,  Spring 2016  
Project 1: Infographic & Interdisciplinary Reflection  

Project Overview  
This interdisciplinary project will integrate sociological data and artistic techniques to create an 
infographic. You will begin with a question: what do you want to know more about in terms of 
incarceration? What information, if made visual, can help others to understand incarceration in the 
United States? What contextual information is necessary in framing the question you are seeking to 
address? You may approach this project from a great depth of field (f.64) by asking questions that 
pertain to incarceration as a whole on a national or international level. Or, conversely you may decide to 
look at your issue from a shallow depth of field (f.2) and look at a more intimate subset of data (for 
example the number of women who give birth while incarcerated in prisons in New Mexico). 
Ultimately, the goal is to create an infographic that educates your viewers, contextualizing and framing 
visually the statistical data you have gathered. A successful infographic should foster a conceptual and 
formal understanding of your thesis. On a formal level, you can use visual techniques to help the viewer 
understand the importance of various aspects of the data you have gathered through the use of: 
hierarchy, scale, color palette, and typography. These elements become a kind of “visual fingerprint” 
which aids the viewer in their assessment of the data.  
 

Step 1: Tuesday, September 6. Identify a question or topic you would like to research.  

Step 2: Critique examples of infographics, due Tuesday, September 13. Find and bring to class on 
September 13 two infographics, printed in color. At least one of the visualizations must address a theme 
related to incarceration. We will critique these case studies as a way to learn how to build strong 
infographics. After class: post your infographics on your blog with a critique of their strong and weak 
elements.  

Step 3. Gather the relevant data, due Tuesday, September 13. Find statistical data that helps answer 
your question. Make sure that these data are reliable by seeking out primary sources. You may use peer-
reviewed journal articles, research reports put out by reputable agencies and organizations, data from the 
US Census or other government agencies, or other comparable sources. Post the data on your blog and 
bring to class. We will spend time in class making sure that the data are reliable and provide evidence for 
your argument.  

Step: 3, in class Tuesday, September 13, develop your thesis. After examining your primary sources, 
use the data to formulate of a thesis statement.  

Step 4, due Tuesday, September 30, sketches of your infographic. Brainstorm possible ideas for 
how to visualize your thesis and evidentiary data by sketching 16 potential ways to approach your 
infographic. Bring to class a minimum of 16 possible design sketches, labeled with your name. At this 
stage, we will evaluate these sketches on creative investigation not craft.  

Step 5: Create your infographic using Adobe Illustrator, keeping in mind the technical elements of 
unity, hierarchy, scale and color. Your infographic must clearly identify the source of your data using the 
citation style from Chicago Manual of Style 
(http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide.html -- select author date style tab) or the 
American Sociological Association.  



Step 6: Mid-point critique, September 27th, in class. You will present the draft of your infographic, 
articulating the underlying concepts and visual choices verbally in class. Email a pdf of the infographic 
to Megan (mejacobs@unm.edu) by 12 noon on September 27th so they can be compiled before class 
starts.  

Step 7, Final infographic, due October 4. Taking into consideration suggestions made during your 
midpoint critique, adjust and refine your infographic as needed. Print and mount professionally. Mount 
your image with a 3” border on each side. Your image needs to be 13x19” at 300 ppi. Megan is happy 
to help you do this outside of class if you need more support than the initial demonstration.  

Step 8: Final reflection on blog, due October 4. Summarize the raw data used, outline the choices 
you made in your infographic, and reflect on how presenting this argument visually (relative to a 
traditional essay, for example) changes the meaning of the data and analysis.  

Evaluation (worth 20% of your final grade):  

Argument 40%   
•   Is the point clear?  
•   Can the viewer walk away knowing what you are conceptually illustrating?   
•   Quality and clarity of data  

 
Visualization 50%  

•  Unity   
•  Hierarchy   
•  Color Palette  
•  Typography  
•  Appropriate citation  

 
Blog Reflection 10%  = Total: 100%  

	  


